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blender market kit ops design magic for blender v2.92/2.93so, the goal of design magic is to accelerate both the speed and iterations of your hard surface 3d
designs. and its accomplished in the most simple of ways: using our own newly updated kit ops addon. at its core, design magic is a collection of well over

200 smartly designed kit ops inserts which allow you to drag and drop and model directly on your objects. it works with kit ops 2 pro and takes advantages of
all the new snapping features while giving you immediate access to your kpacks with customizable favorites buttons. i don't know how to make a proper

tutorial, but i will do my best to explain the basic function of kit ops. kit ops is a library of.blend files that contains hundreds of templates and inserts that you
can use to create models or objects in blender. the templates are the base files and you can use them in isolation or combined to create new models. all of
the inserts are scripts that you can add to the base files. the kit ops insert scripts are basically scripts that get the object's name and location from the base

file and do the actual work. the insert scripts are not required but are really helpful as it makes it so you don't have to get down into the menus to create
objects. kit ops can be used to create basically any object you can think of in blender. and you don't have to be a master blender to use kit ops. this is a work
in progress. i will continue to add and update as time allows. there is still some bugs with the addon but they should be fixed in the next few days. if you find
any bugs or have any suggestions please let me know. there are a lot of tutorials on the web. but i made this tutorial because i wanted to show you how you

can make your own in blender. and that is really what kit ops is all about.
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you can build any kind of 3d
object with kit ops pro. you

can create exterior or
interior models for all kinds

of purposes. create
architectural models,
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interior or exterior
architecture for home and

building design, create
cityscapes, landscapes or
scenes for animation or
video, create scenes for

games or film, create
models for printing, create
industrial designs, create
armors, create vehicles,
create any kind of model

you can imagine and more.
get the kit ops pro add on

here: kit ops pro and get the
kit ops 2 pro add on here:
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kit ops 2 pro. kit ops pro is a
non destructive, ultra

detailed manager assets
and kitbashing system for
blender 2.83 and higher. it

has been updated and
contains new features. you

can build any kind of 3d
object with kit ops pro.

create architectural models,
interior or exterior

architecture for home and
building design, create

cityscapes, landscapes or
scenes for animation or
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video, create scenes for
games or film, create

models for printing, create
armors, create vehicles,
create any kind of model

you can imagine and more.
new features include: */ #
this feature allows you to

select multiple objects and
click to add a cutter to the

cut list. * you can create the
cutter with a single click of
the mouse. * you can also

create a cutter that is
'deprecated' and that will
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automatically be removed
when you click a different
cutter. * you can see your
cutters in the context of

your model. you can then
move the cutters around as
you please. # this feature
allows you to create and

edit a list of cutters in
blender. you can also create
new cutters using the add
modifer. # you can create
cutters in any order. they

will be automatically sorted
into order when you view
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them. * you can create
multiple cutters at the same

time by pressing the shift
key. * you can activate a

cutter with the 'i' key. once
a cutter is activated you can

rotate it around the cut
object with the 'a' key. the
'a' key will also rotate all of
the other cutters around the

cut object. * you can
deactivate a cutter by

pressing the 'd' key. * you
can activate the 'd' key and
'a' key at the same time. *
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you can deactivate a cutter
by pressing the 'd' key and
'i' key at the same time. */
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